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stration ·remodel meaDs open offices

...
•.

a chimney," Ivie said. ''We need
to sprinkle that."
- Contractors will start the.one-year
Afire code violation in the Ad- renovation about mid-April.
ministration Building sparked a
Besideshealth-relatedprojects
$1.6 million renovation, accord- such as a fire alarm, sprinkling
ingtoHughlvie,directorofhealth system and the removal of asand environmental safety.
bestos, the contractors will also
Four years ago, the fire create a three-phase open office
marshall said an open stairwell planning design in the building.
"There will be more room for
in the center ofthe Administration Buildingviolated fire codes. administration, student affairs
"The open stairwell acts like andpersonneloffices,"Ivie said.
by Heidi Steiner

MANAGING EDITOR

)

The building contractors, Ray
JohnsonandAssociates, said they
will get a complete construction
document of the building in February. Thatdocumentwillbesent
to the Board of Regents for a 30day review.
"Bringing. the building up to
code is the big thing - -HVAC
Lheatingventilatingand air conditioning], a new elevator and relocating office space," said a spokesperson for the contractors.

, Dan Coleman, chairman of
the remodeling committee, said
open.office planning will be divided into three phases.
The first phase will be the
remodeling of the third floor or
center co~e. ''The halls on this
floor will be decreased iD: width,
eliminating . open halls,"
Coleman said. This will create
more open room in the finance
suite, he added.
University relations will ex-

pand and there will be a more
developed suite for university
attorrieys, Coleman said.
The second phase will be the
renovation of the ·records and admissions offices. ''Basically, we are
rearrangingandrelocatingoffices,"
Coleman said. Hence, the "open
office landscape."
The third and final phase will ·
be the transformation of the perREMODEL continued page 3

Students ·n eed
time to study
by Francis J. Allman

Awards ceremony a hit

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Final exams are not mandatory' but
Faculty Senate does believe some sort of
final assessment should be given.
Anyone who walked past the Uni''We were receiving a number of comversity Dining Room Tuesday night
plaints from students that they were ~·
might have wondered why everyone
having many final exams during the last
inside was screaming and cheering.
week.of classes and none during finals
It was the 19"91 Greek Awards Cerweek," said Faculty Senate Chairman
emony, and the decibel level inside
Dr. Glenn Cunningham~ "All we are
was only surpassed by the excitement
sayingis that ifyou are going to give afinal
and pride of the-participants .
exam, youshouldgiveitduringfinals week,
This annual event, which was
not during the last week of classes."
co-sponS"Ored by the Inter-FraterThe resolution was voted on last Nonity and Panhellenic councils, saw
vember, and "its intent was not to manGreeks giving and receiving awards
date final exams by every instructor in
...
every class," Cunningham said.
for outstanding performance ·during
1991.
Senate
member
Dr.
Paul
Sommerville_
The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity celebrates winning several awards
According to Britt Massing, IFC
said, "In the normal course of events,
president, "The awards ceremony Tuesday night at the Greek Awards Banquet. (Jim Fergusnn>
some sort of final assessment should be
allows us to promote the Greek and th~ community."
athlete of the year.
given. But the faculty do have a lot of
system, along with encouraging . The awards cover a wide variety of
On the Panhellenic side, group freedom, and they do like to please
in terfra ternalism."
categories. On the IFC side, awards awards are given for scholarship, ser- themselves."
Stacey. Collard, Panhellenic presi- are given to fraternities for campus vice and outstanding activities and
The resolution, in part, reads: "there
dent, said the awards are "an oppor- leadership, community service, schol- honors. Individuals receive a wards for are courses where a final exam, per se,
tunity to thank all the sororities and arship, and athletics.
sister of the year, woman of the year might not be appropriate, an alternaparticipants who go above and betive final assessment may be used."
Individuals garnered awards for man
yond in their service to the campus of the year, scholar of the year and
GRE:eK AWARD continued page 5 Senate member Dr. Bruce Pauley said,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' " S o m e t i m e s there are good, sound, educational reasons why finals are not
given." He added, however, "giving
yourself an extra week of vacation is
by Sandra Pedicinl
Accordingtothereport, theheatingwas Activity Center was cycled on and off as not one of those reasons."
STAFF REPORTER
runatthesametimeastheairconditioning needed by the physical plant to save
This is a sentiment echoed by Dr.
unit to ci>mbat a humidity problem:- It was electricity.
Barbara Murray, a professor in the
Engineering and technology· profes- estimated that this practice was wasting
However, this system didn't work well English department. "I see some insor Hal Worbs Tuesday issued a report $1,200 to $1,500 a month.
as breakdowns in communication be- structors turning · in their grades on
Ulmer said that the problem appears tween the Student Center and Physical the last day of classes. That is not how
detailing how UCF can save money
through increased energy efficiency in to be an oversized air conditioning coil Plant often resulted m the air condi- it is supposed to be, and it is not fair to
the Student Center.
that doesn't remove humidity tioner not being turned on for events in the students. I think it is a good
the Wild Pizza and the Student Center resolution,"she .said.
Student Government hired ; ~~
, . , ~ efficiently.
Worbs to research and
the : ~ ·if , ~. ~ SGhiredWorbsatacosto~$300to Auditorium.
"This is a student oriented resolureport after SG members discov~ ~
research the problem. Worbs' re"By talking to various personnel in tion," Pauley said. "Iffaculty hold finals
ered that both the air conditioning
/
port gave details on how an over- the Student Center since the 1970s, the during regular class periods, it denies
· th e Wild Pizza
Student
· ed mr
· conditiol1ll1:g
· · cm'l and. a · consensus opinion was that's why it was
andheaterm
_ were
Government
siz
the student proper study time."
running 24 hours a day.
.
bypass check valve are causingthe on 24 hours per day," said internal audiIn the end, whether or not a final
SG members discussed the problem problem. The study gives more details on · tor Robert O'Neill.
examination is given in a particular
with various people at UCF and in early how the problem should be fixed.
SG suggested that the student center class depends on the instructor. "It's
August, SG Comptroller Cash Ulmer
· SG also found that back in the late
up to the individual members,"
SG SAVES continued page 5
'70s the air conditioner in the Student
issued a report detailing his findings.
Sommerville said.
by Francis J. Allman
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Professor's report helps SG save $14,000 a month
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Get more for your money!
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Largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft.
for only $490 per month!
3 bedroom/2 bath at $630!

•

•Free cable
•Lighted tennis, basketball and racquetball courts
• Sand volleyball
• 3 Pools
• Screened patios
• Washer/dryer hookups

•
•
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Alafaya Woods Apts.

•

3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

•

365-8388

•
•
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Value of mastei's degree soars
College Press Service
The catch phrase associated
with master's degrees in the future will most likely be "silent
success," say researchers who
have conducted a national study
of graduate degree programs.
They study's findings contradict conventional wisdom about
the degree. Rather than being a
"consolation pri2.e"to students who
don't want to pursue a doctorate
degree, the master's degree is is
actually considered a professional
degree valued not only by recipients byt employers as well, the
results showed.
"Basically in society, the
master's degree is the degree
one almost has to have to advance in their profession," says
Clifton Conrad, the study's director. "It's the degree held by
movers and shakers."
He adds that "despite being relegated to second-class
status compared to doctorates, master's degrees have
become a silent success."
Conrad, a professor of educa-

tional administration at the Uni- to see their jobs through a ''big
versity of Wisconsin at Madison, picture" perspective within their
spent two and a half years con- particular fields.
Students "felt that they had
ducting research for the study.
That research involved almost genuinely learned something,"
800 two-hour interviews with even though most said theyorigistudents, employers ofmaster's nally started a master's degree
program graduates, professors program just to receive the adand administrators from 31 col- ditional educational credential.
The only group that doesn't
leges and universities in 11 different fields of study.
overwhelmingly view the de''Before this study was done, gree as an independent "silent
the master's degree was looked at succ-ess" is administrators.
as something between the About half "relegated the debachelor'sdegreeand the doctoral gree to second-class status"
degree," says Peter Syverson, the mostly because of "their dedicouncil's director of information cation to doctoral education,"
services. "This study looked at the Conrad says. A few program
master's degree on its own terms. administrators and faculty
.. (and found) that the master's is held similar views.
The study also sHys that the
the quintessential career degree."
He adds, ''Peoplegetamaster's number of students enrolled in
degree to broaden their horizons. . master's degree programs in. The master's degree is a career creased48percentbetween 1970
degree, and it's very effective."
and 1990.
The effectiveness of the deThe complete results of the
gree is seen perlJaps most nota- study will be released in late
bly by employers who say that 1992 or early 1993 in a book
people with master's degrees . tentatively titled "ASilentSuchave stronger job skills, better cess: Master's Education in the
reasoning abilities and are able United Stat~s.

.

•
)

REMODEL
FROM PAGE 1
sonnel offices into a suite. "We are
going to add a university training
room and conference room,"
Coleman said. He added that all
the offices will be smaller.
The $1.6 million to fund the
renovation comes from Public
:Education Capital Outlay funds.
UCF administrators are taking precautions to keep students
and faculty away from asbestosfilled areas in the Administration
Building during its remodeling.
According to a survey conducted by Briggs Associates International, Inc. from Feb. 4 to
July 2, it will cost $148,000 to
clear the asbestos from the building to meet state regulations.
Floors one, two and threein the
building have more than 38,686
square feet of asbestos in them,
accordingtotheremodelingproject

manual. The manual also states
that the '\he disturbance or dislocation of asbestos-containing materials may cause asbestos fibers
to be released into the building's
atmosphere." This creates a potential health hazard to anyone
inside the building. The manual
says anyone enteringthe building
should be told ofthe seriousness of
cancer-related effects of asbestos.
According to the project
manual, constructors will clear
the asbestos during three consecutive weekends.
Other members from the remodeling committee include:
Joyce Clampitt, associate vice
president of administration and
finance, Dean McFall, assistant
vice president for university relations and director ofpublic affairs,
Carol Wilson, associate vice president of student affairs, Ivie and
Paul McQuorkin, associate dean
of undergraduate studies.

FACULTY AWARD
Sharon Douglas is named Faculty Member of the Year for
1991. She holds her adopted HIV-infected baby. (Jim Ferguson)
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Po ·tical 'agitator' ·measures campus opinion .·
Bill Cushing
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF students had the opportunity to meet a self-proclaimed
"outside agitator" on Friday outside of the Great Escapes and,
at th e same time, were able to
gauge their political leanings.
J oseph E. Knight, a field organizer for the Libertarian Party
anda worker foritspresidential
candidate, Andre Marrou, set
up a booth that offered those
passing by a chance to take an
ideological survey.
Labelledasthe''World'sSmallest Political Quiz," it oonsisted of
10 questions divided into categories of personal and economic beliefs. Based on the respondent's
score, Knight plotted each person's
''political identity" along a "SelfGovernment Compass."
With 105 UCF students and
staff responding to the survey,
· Knight compiled the results to
place participants in the following categories:
• 4 7 centrists or moderat es.
• 31 Libertarians.
• 21 liberals.
• 4 authoritarians.
• 2 conservatives.
Calling the results "fairly typical," Knight explained, '1be pattern is, you always have more
moderates than anybody else.
Slightlybehind themoderates,libert:J:¢ans and liberals will tie, and
you'll have a few authoritarians
and a few conservatives."
Knight said response numbers
depend on a number of factors,
including location, weather and
the time and day he is present.
"I've had a s few as 80 and as
much as 250,"he said. ''You have

to take these stats with a grain hopes to spread the word about his
ofsaltbecause lOOstudentsdoes party to potential voters.
"There are some serious misnot a trend make. I also explain
to everybody right up front that · conceptions that we have to deal
it's not really statistically valid. with," he said. "Basically, I try
Our purpose primarily is to il- to avoidanyinflammatoryrhetolustrate the concept that there ric because I want to get straight
are more places on the map than to the meat and let people know
what we're about. Of _course,
just liberal and conservative."
While UCFs total was not the with the campus outreach, my
largest amount, Knight still main- role is not convincing anybody
of anything. I'mbasicallysearchtained optimism.
"I found who I was looking ing for students who already are
Libertarians. "
for," he said. BeWhile many
sides UCF, Knight
wasabletorecruit
"/consider it a
peopletendtoview
Libertarians as
student represensuccess,,
radicals, Knight
tatives at both
views his job as a
ValenciaandSemi, noleoommunitycol• Joseph E. Knight
means to set the
leges. "That's the
LIBERTARIAN PARTY
record straight.
"The country
people who are gowas founded by
ing to get the ball
traitors," he said.
rolling. I consider
"We came into
it a success."
Knight estimates that ther.e -existence when a group of Libare ·about 30 college chapters ertarians signed a document of
treason and called it the Declanationwide.
"Our goal by the November ration of Independence."
The aims of the Libertarian
1992 election is to have at least
lOOfunctioning organized chap- platforms is also one he thinks
ters," he said. "Students·do a lot should interest most voters.
"Let me put it this way:
of things that otherwise might
not get done. Students, by and Democrats and Republicans
large, are a good way to reach are taking away our freedoms
the community._[They] don't and spending us into bankhave nearly as many vested in- ruptcy. We want to go the other
terests as people out in the busi- way for a while," he said. "The
ness world, for example."
other thing that we try to let
· Knightistheparty'sonlyfull- people know is that we are no
time collegiate canvasser.
longer a minor league player.
"Our philosophy is that a few We have over 100 Libertarstudents can do a world of good ians actually holding public
ifthey're the right students with office, we've seated state legisthe right program," he said.
lators in three states. So,"we're
Besides offering students a getting off the ground."
As if to drive his point home,
chance to see how they measured
on the political scales, Knight also Knight pointed to the primaries·

·~

~~Air

Student Nurses

·~

;~~-%:

that are gearing up.
"In New Hampshire right
now there are three parties:
Democrat, Republican and Libertarian;" he said. "CNN did a
survey in New Hampshire in
which they discovered that our
candidate has more name recognition than all the Democrats,
and we're actually coming in
second to Bush."
While Libertarians are gain-

ing some ground- Knight estimated that Ron Paul, the party's
candidate .in 1988, received
about500,000votes-the party
understands that therejs much
work left to do. This is particularly true in Florida.
"Florida has the toughest·
ballot status in the country," he
said. ''You need to get 60,000
good signatures (to get a name
on the ballot)."

TAN·FASTI UE TANNING SALON
WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES!

•

•

'

WE ALSO DO:
Force needs

USAF HEALTII PROFESSIONS
TOll FREE
1 ~soo-423-USAF
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Erin Richman, a junior studying psychology, said a campus
polttical poll opened new channels. (Mike oeHoogtFUTURE)

WOUF SYSTEM TANNING AT

•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
·EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!

you. As an Air Force nurse
officer, you can enjoy great benefits , including comp,ete medical
and dental care. Plus 30 days vacation with. pay per year and ongoing
professional and' personal oppor~
tunities to advance. Bachelor's
degree required. Serve your country while you serve your career.

~~&
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·- - DISCOUNT PET CENTER
"IF WE CAN'T GET IT ... NOAH DIDN'T BRING IT ... "

Rats ......... $100. (2 or more)
All Saltwater Fish ...... $1 gaa
(with additonal purchases required)

657-0747
Now a Discount Outlet Store
up to 30% off everyday
at Goldenrod & University in the Kmart Plaza, East Orlando

REEDY PLAZA- 10376 E. COLONIAL
MON-FRI 8:30am-9pm SAT 9-spm SUN 12:00pm-s:00pm

282-6042
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Saye time
preparing
for the CLAST!
Buy •••

Getting
Ready
for the
.CLAST ~~\~~"

Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

The authors, Florida community
college English, reading, and
math h1s'tructors for more than
20 years eacJ.:i, contributed to the
development of the CLAST test
and wrote t~e first generallyavailable CLAST prep book.
You'll. discover where you need
help and you'll get the help you
need. This concise text includes
instruction and sample tests
created using the latest state
CLAST specifications. It's only
$8.95. Ask for it at your
bookstore today.
H&H Publishing
Company, Inc.
Your Florida
CLAST Connection.

•
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GREEK AWARDS
FROM PAGE 1

Jason DiBona receives the Greek Man of the Year
Award at the annual Greek Awards Banquet. (Jim Ferguson/

and the Dean Wilson scholarship.
On both sides, the most
coveted award is the Chapter of Excellence. This award
is earned by organizations which
earn a specific number ofpoints
in categories such as: community service hours, intramural
participation, chapter G.P.A.
and leadership on campus.
According to Greg Mason,
coordinator for Greek activities, the Chapter of Excellence Award epitomizes
"what every chapter should
strive to be. It is the culmination of a whole years
worth of activity."
A highlight of the evening
was when the Faculty Member of the ·Year Award was
announced. Earl Freeman,
Order of Omega president, reported to the crowd that the
recipient was a familiar figure
who could be seen "handing
out AIDS packets at high-risk
areas of UCF."
Quickly recognizing his

5

misstatement, Freeman cor- sister went to last year's
rected himself, amid the Panhellenic president Jenny
good-natured chuckling that Latran and athlete of the year
broke out, and said that win- went to Douglas P. Anderson.
ner Sharon Elizabeth DouThe President's award
glas frequently handed out went to Deanna Parvis and
AIDS packets in high-risk Scholar of the year, wh'ich
areas of Orlando.
includes a $150 scholarship,
The laughter, however, in no went to Todd P. Swingle.
The culminaway diminished
the standing ovation of the evening
tion which erupted
"What eve!}'
cam~ with the anwhen Douglas' chapter should
nouncementofthe
name was anChapter of Excelstrive to be.,,.
nounced.
lence Awards.
The Dean Wilson
Panhellenic had
Scholarship, which
two chapters win
-Greg Mason
is awarded on the
awards. Theywere
GREEK AFFAIRS
AlphaDeltaPiand
basis ofacademics,
community in~
Delta Delta Delta
volvement, and
On the IFC
commitment to the Greek sys- side, there were five chapters
tem, was awarded to Chris who won.They were: Lambda
Creger, who maintains a 4.Q Chi Alpha, Pi Kappa Alpha,
G.P.A as an accounting major. Sigma Chi Epsilon, Sigma AlGreek man of the year pha Epsilon and Sigma Chi.
· honors went to Sttident
The evening w_as brought
Body President Jason to a close by Mason, who
DiBona, while the Greek challenged all Greeks to
woman of the year award was "come together."
presented to Stacey Collard.
''We get bashed a lot for parSportswoman of the year ties, but people don't see what
went to Erin Klapper, Greek else we do," he said.

SGSAVES
FROM PAGE 1

TRAVEL STUDY
ABROA·o

-t)

purchase a programmable
timer for $100 that was installed over the summer. In
the auditorium, they arranged
for maintenance to shutoff the
air conditioning when it was
not being used.
These and other energyefficient techniques helped
save more than $14,000 in
utility costs, according to
the SG report.

Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
Office of International Studies
Programs for American undergraduates of accredited
Colleges and Universities

.>

•

Non-residents of the state of Florida
pay same tuition rate as resident

•

Regular University of Central Florida
application not required.

•

Make your own flight arrangements
or let us make them for you .

For further information and appliCation write:

•

Official University of Central Florida
transcripts will be issued and will be
transferable to any U.S. inst.itution.

Fully completed .applications due:
U.S.S.R.
March 25, 1992
Canada and Spain April 1, 1992
Germany and Italy May 10, 1992

Dr. Anthony Cervone, Coordinator
Summer Study Programs Abroad
University of Central Florida
Department of Foreign Languages and Li1erotures
Orlando , Fl 32816-0348

Telephone
Telefax

(407) 823-2472
(407) 823-5211

·

,

·

·
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Explanation difficult

!.,•

so women accept
what should never be
he woman was wearing a dress that looked
like she had spray painted it on. When
she entered the club with her friend anddate for the evening, she had no idea that he
thought she was saying yes to whatever he
wanted. As the evening wore on, she had a
couple of drinks and danced with her date. Even
at this point she wasn't thinking of taking him
home, but when they drove home he began to
truly comment on his intentions. When he asked
to use her bathroom she didn't even think twice,
but he expected her to wait up. The rest of the
story is rape.
Date rape: is it really rape?
Many p00ple suggest that it is the woman's fault.
She wore the provocative dress. She allowed him to
enter the house. She couldn't stop him. Who's fault is
it?
Logically speaking, on a·certain level, she did
provide conflicting messages.Obviously the
gentleman involved thought that she · truly
wanted to have sex with him. But does that
justify acting upon a dress a woman wears?
Should women within the Western world dress
completely covered as in Middle-Eastern society?
·
No to both.
Setting standards on dress is difficult to regulate. What should occur is an awakening of
common courtesy on the part of' both parties.
WHAT'S NEXT?
We, as a governing body, can't set regulations
upon the type of dress worn, but what we can do
is to provide greater structure within the home
ou can tell that a national election year
is upcoming. The bloodsucking leeches
and school. Within this structure we can help
are coming out of the woodwork.
young people to understand courtesy and what
The other day I received an envelope from the
communicating with your partner is all about.
----.__Another aspect to this issue is the basic phe- Republican National Committee. I was informed
nomenon of rape. Obviously these men feel some that they (it) had accepted me as a full-fledged
sort of uncontrollable desire. Perhaps this is an member, and that I was entitled to all rights and
issue that should be discussed. People need to privileges accorded to all members, from George
learn that not all things are immedia-~ely given Bush to the lowest ranking member - which
would probably be me.
·
·
to them.
Of
course,
my
membership
status
is
continOur society has become one of immediate
gent
upon
paying
a
fee.
gratification. Young Americans can get credit
Ain't that a hoot? The Republicans are asking
cards purely because they enter a center of a college student for money. I always had the
higher learning. One may add that being a impression that they ·were the ones with the
college student doesn't necessarily mean that bucks.
they will pay their bills on time.
At any rate, this literature is just the first
People can purchase furniture without actu- trickle from the political propaganda floodgates.
ally thinking that they are paying through the The deluge is soon to follow.
rent-to-own retailers. High school students exLast time we had a national election, everyday's
pect to work so that they can obtain all of the mail was like opening a Crackerjacks box: from
latest clothing, cars and to experience the up- stick-on American flags to buttons, I got loads of
per-middle class life. Everyone is trying to get envelopes with all kinds of trinkets and prizes.
the quick fix.
My personal favorite was the one in which a
In some ways, date rape is a quick fix for the certain entrenched congressman crowed about
man's problem. People need to realize that date the fact that he had been selected as the "most
rape occurs and women aren't telling. Many ethical"memberofthatbody.Adubioushonorat
women don't know .if it was really rape. They best considering the record of the voters and
their prior performance. Being voted as most
don't know if people will believe them.
What a women has to experience after date ethical senator is akin to Genghis Khan selecting
rape is unbelievable. First, most people don't one of his Huns as Mr. Congeniality.
Incidentally, that same senator recently came
believe her story. Then she must go through a
out
and said something to the effect of the media
physical exam. The most grueling part of the
is
constantly
trying to make Congress look bad.
experience is the part in the court, where her
That's
interesting.
reputation and life style is dragged through the
I've always noticed that Congress doesn't need
gutter.
.
any
help.to look bad; they do fine on their
_ Date rape is an awful experience. There are own,outside
thank you.
no explanations for such deplorable behavior. If . But what's more fun than the scores of prizes
people become more aware of what date rape is, we can expect littering our mailboxes over the
and that it is a problem, then perhaps we can next several months are the riotous promises
move toward that kinder, gentler nation.
thesepoliticiansandpartiesaregoingtomaketo

T

lt
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The Republican Party wants you as long as you pay membership fee
Bill Cushing

Y

•

get our vote.
.
According to this latest piece of political pabu- ~
. lum, my "contributions enable the Committee to
promote (the) Party's principles oflimited government, free enterprise, family values and a '
strong, secure national defense."
While I'll go alon:gwith them o·n the part about
a "strong, secure national defense" (although
they forgot the part about wasteful and inefficient), I have some points of contention on the
other "principles" the GOP claims to "promote."
•Limited Government.
When Ronald Reagan first ran, he promised to
cut back on the federal bureaucracy and hinted
at returning power back to the states. Then, the
first thing he did was to create several new
departments.
I admit to being taken in and voting for him on
that count. That was the last time I made that . _
mistake.
Of course, George Bush has continued what
Reagan began· by making the states more responsible for attending to their own programs.
Of course, he hasn't rolled any of the federal
bucks back to them.
• Free Enterprise.
Free Enterprise? ·
Farm subsidies are up, and if you cail the
savings and loan bail out an example of free <
enterprise, we need to talk.
•Family Values.
You can not, I .repeat, CAN NOT legislate r
morality of any kind. Case in point: the 18th
Amendment. That was the one that started
Prohibition in ~his country. What happened after that was that crime in thi~ country became
organized crime.
Plus, the importation of illegal whiskey into
this country made Joe Kennedy rich. Just think,
if we'd never voted for Prohibition, we might
never have been bothered by that clan.
Someone passed along an interesting statistic
· the other day. Apparently crime in America has
risen about 200 percent in the last 30 years.
Twenty of those years have been under a <
Republican administration.
·
So much for promoting "family values."
(j
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A need for traditionally black schools proven by experience
Shannon D. Martin
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
could never completely encompass the necessity
for black institutions. A black student myself, I
never thoroughly understood the logic behind a
black emphasis education. Never having worked
with all-black employees or attended a black school, the
idea of attending a minority university reasoned almost whimsical, and the students attending these
schools were trying to follow an almost predictable
pattern of attempting to avoid the real world in which
interaction with other races is essential.
Arriving at UCF last fall, finely manicured lawns, a
relaxing reflecting pool and seemingly complaisant
students were a masquerade of the actual dislike
amongst some black and white students. Not having
any experiences with racism during the fall, I quickly
and enthusiastically commenced my spring semester.
Unfortunately, this would be the first time I would be
awakened by the hostilities and displeasures of racial
prejudice.
Eager to shake many outreached hands, I formed an

I

even deeper intrigue to Greek life. As I made my way to years practice distinguishing rudeness and prejudice, and
each booth, I realized everyfraternity has something to this was more than a bad attitude.
offer that another fraternity does not. This stimulated
This entire situation has given me a clearer underme to stop at every tent and see what each had to offer. standing of the need for traditionally black schools.
I arrived at the last booth and began looking at a picture These institutions provide the opportunity for black
of all the brothers, hoping to find someone to which I students to get an education without the interference of
had recently been introduced.
racism. You have to have experienced tremendous
As I stood there for a few moments looking at the racial prejudice to understand why the necessity exists.
photographs, I realized that nobody had tried to shake Regardless, I am glad I chose to attend a mixed school,
my hand or even talk to me. I looked around to see what even though it seems our black and white population is
was going on, and found everyone behind the booth basically divided. The blame should not be placed
staring at me like some horrible sea creature. I became entirely on the white population, though. Many black
p.ervous and intimidated by these .people who were students, including fraternities and sororities,·having
glaring at me with an awkward, yet unwelcome stare. chosen not to participate in school functions .. Greek
Suddenly, the voice ofone of the brothers mumbled a Rush for black organizations is structured unlike the
cold, sarcastic, "Do you want something?" Startled by other organizations, and due to hazing, is held at a
such brutal hostility, I walked away feeling less of a different time.
person and wondering what I had ever done to deserve
Also, black social organizations are rarely to be
that treatment.
found at UCF sporting events. It is this separation of
I had heard rumors and warnings about the fraternity, groups that ultimately explains why the UCF student
but, personally, never had any problems. I talked with body is, and will continue to be, segregated in our views
other black students and found I had not been the only of social interaction, school spirit and student affiliation.,
person to encounter a problem. Others argue it may not
As long a students act submissively to the situation,
have been discrimination, but I saw the way the brothers it will grow out of control. The problem will not heal itself.
had welcomed other white students visiting the tent before
- Shannon D. Martin is a freshman studying comme. It was not a sudden mood swing. I have also had 19 .munU:atwns.

R. K. S.

Sammy Sloth
~A! You SLOTHS

ARE. A RIOT!

I

HEAR YOUR_ LEGS

ARE SO WEAK VOU
HAVE TO PULL 'YOUR -

HOPE

)1)U

GET TO

CLASS BY THE E'ND
OF T~E: SEMESltR!

SELF ALONG TH(
GROUND WITH THOSE

FREAK ARMSr

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT

·._

Last week's question:
Does George Bush's

ailm~nt

while in Japan hurt his public image?

"It was useful for Bush to travel to Japan in
that he tried to create new jobs for AmerU:ans. But
it wasn't really necessary. It might hurt Bush's
chances fot re-electwn because people are worrred
about·his health."
·

"I think that the trip wasn't useful because ofthe fact that Japan di,dn't sign any _
agreements."

- Alex Cardona

- Sam Waters
legal studres

film

"The fact that Bush got ill won't affect his
chances for re-election. He should have taken
different people with him."

"I don't think the trip will help Bush's reelectwn. The trip dUI, hurt Bush's intematwnal image. Domestically, the trip dmn't
do anything."

- Matt Coulter

- Derek Strickland
English

aerospace engineering

This week's question: ·

Should high schools be· allowed to
hand out condoms to students?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956

r---~
- ~-~
-- ~
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. --~ed
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA ·
TAUS, motivation & pride are the driving force for every organization; accept
a challenge and help spread the fever.
Party Sat.@ House 9pm. Mtg: Sun@
2 p.m. 0-Team info. Mtg Mon 7pm @
SCA & Tues. 1Oam&3pm in SCA.
PRIDE VTL TBMT

Classified Orders tor the 1992
Spring Semester.
Your organization can run a five line
classified ad with an additional line on
top having your club name in bold in
all thirty issues of the spring semester
(saving 40%) or in fifteen issues
(saving 25%)1
Please stop by The Central Florida
Future Business Office during 9am4pm for more information and pick up
your campus organization classified
contract or call 823-2601/823-3942.

DELTA SIGMA THETA
SORORITY, Inc.
M:e MU IOTA Chapter presents
Spring Formal Rush '92
Jan. 23 7:00pm Presidents Board Room
DELTA TAU DELTA
Annual Delta Tau Delta
Purple Iris Awards Banquet
Saturday, Orlando Twin Towers
Keynote Speaker-Ted Turner
Founder of CNN and TIME Man
of the Year
Special Musical Guest
Tom Petty at 10pm (acoustic set)
Brothers and Pledges,
Come one come all.
1992 is the year qt the Delt
(4 out of 5) .1.m~
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Hey Sig-Eps Friday night is AM1 night,
let's go show them how excited we are
about Homecoming 92. Remember coat
& tie. Party Friday night at the house!
Saturday is Retreat. Call Simons for info.
Superbowl Sunday, who's throwing the
party? Queen of Hearts is coming, so
ladies take your hats off and get ready!
Sig-Ep
.

Cl.US INFO
A.A. MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
12-1 PM STUDENT CENTER RM 211
ATTENTION
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS!
The Central Florida Future is now
taking Campus Organization

8
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ROOMMATES
Share Expenses 2 bedroom 2 bath
Full kitchen furnished house
Deer Run Subdv. Close to UCF
Call 696-2421/628-4347 anytime
F NS catlover needed to share 1/1 b apt
11/2 miles from UCF $185/month + 1/2
utilities Call 382-5431
M/F to share home w/ married couple
10 min. from UCF, Howell Br.-Aloma
Area. Private Room/ Bath, Walk-in Closet. Wash/DrYer, Microwave. Fenced
Backyard, Lake Nearby, Tennis Courts,
QuieVVery Comfortable $275mo
678-5719
.
Tuscawilla/Winter Spgs 9 miles from
UCF-Male 3·1 will s.hare 2Bdrm Twnhome w/same-Pool, jucuzzi, sauna,
screened patio, washer/dryer, nice
area-across from park with many
amenities, must· be responsible, neat
Only $295 per mo. plus 1/2 utilities Call Tom 365-5623
Liberal Non-smoker share 212 house in
Deer Run. Nicely furnished, W/D, Dish,
etc. $290+ 1/2 util 365-9604 Mark
M'F NS Responsible to share 3/2 house
10 min. from UCF. Quiet W/D, dish,
cable, maid. $165+ 1/3 utilities. 3803673, leave message.
Roommate 3b/2b home, large kitchen,
fireplace, and computer. 20 minutes
from UCF. $200 +share utilities. Jamie
321 -4607.

Have bedroom & bath for only $217/
mo. and half utilities M/F roommate
needed to share 2Br &28th Townhouse
ASAP Great Location. Call 658-1881 .
Evenings
M/F to share 3/2 Home. Very neat.
$300/mo. Includes all but UD Phone.
W/D, micro, etc. 695,-0241 evenings.
UCF Grad/Employee needs responsible
roommate to share 28d/2Bth Apt. 7 mi
from UCF. Call Suzan X5841 or 6711488
M/F Roommate Needed
2 mi. from UCF $250 Rent and· 1/2
Elec. Please leave message 382-4117

Bed Twin Size. Includes Box Spring,
Mattress, Frame $50 671-9733

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Commodore 64, 1541 Disk DriveColor
Monitor, Call 658-1573 Ask for Luis. Call
after 4pm. I have the prices.

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

AUTOS

LOWCOSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

1986 Toyota Camry one owner Cruise
Air, 4 doors Excellent Condition Book
$3000 (904)787-4464 or (407)657-8687
GOVERNMENT SEl:ZED Vehicles
froin $100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext.S-4628

(.

CAR POOi.

FOR RENT

9

HELP WANTED

CONWAY AREA, 2 CONDOS FOR
RENT. 1 upstairs with washer/ dryer:
$495.mo. 2nd unit downstiars: $475.mo.
plus security deposit. VILLAS OF ORLANDO. Call 273-6646.
Fox Hunt 2 Bdrm 2Bath All Appliances
pr.ovided Call 657-7598 Avail 1FEB
Lake View 2 Bedroom/Each Bath. Spacious Close to UCF. Clean Modern
Appliances $425 C~ll 679-6124
2 Bedroom 2 1/2 Bath, Garage, W/D.
Across form UCF. $525. 647-4949

~KE COUNTY RESIDENTS! Earn $
while you drive to school. If you have·
any 8:00am classes, please call 904
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from · 787_4464
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Earn up to $1000 in· one week. Plus
rece.ive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

Math Tutor Wanted for Algebra and Geometry. Call Michael Tierney, Testing
Specialist 897-3300

2/2 Apt. Walk to school, Clean, extras,
$425 +Sec. Move in Specials 872-0373
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
.657-1967

FORSAl.E

TUTORS
'"
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300
SAT, ACT, GAE, GMAT TUTORING
MORE SCORE LESS$$$ 249-2246

SERVICES

OTHER

ReggaeJAM
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
from $249 accept no imitations. We
started the JAM MIN! (800)873-4423
(800) "U" REGGAE See a travel agent

You've only got one week to live! Do it
right! Spring Break in Jamaica from $339!
Organize Group Travel Free! Sun Splash ·
Tours 1-800~426- 771 o.

·~

King size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedastal· & Mir-

rored Headboard. Asking $800 080
Ph#275-9721
Washing Machine $40
Power Tools etc. Neg. Call 366-1989

TYPISTS

PERSONAi.$

WP,EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Sfiow Bou cttre tfirou9fi tt c~tlSs~ea Aa, ··
mttke someone http.PB· surprisea, or 9Ctta.
rote aectMne is soon, UC.f' fctaies &9ents,
Uafentine rates, ellcfi fine for 50 ¢!
Please print clearly. One letter or punctuation mark per
space, feaving one space between each word.

Connecting the line ... Just a short ditto to
my babe. You know it. -Secretary

D

.

~
.

(

D~

D

•

<.

SJ!ke "3 9our vat'entine
with a c~ia, rose, or heart
for a $ .00 more, or aff
tfiree for $3.00.

Name and address:

Receipt#:
Phone#:

.

-If you're the shy type don't worry you
can sign your valentine Anonym.ously.

Only one $1&er line
fornon- CF
students. Deadline
February 6, 1992!
Drop this form off at
The Central Florida
Future business
office.
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LEGETTE
FROM PAGE 10
arid coach Dean really sold me
on the program seeing that I
would have the ability to come
right in and play. ·
It kind of helped that my
Mo_m and Dad could both come
see me play. Coach Dean's a
really good salesman. He was
real willing to explain every'thing to my mom, ~nd he was
real open with everything."
Yet upon arrival at UCF,
Legette did not show many signs
ofmaking such an instant transition tO the college game.
"He was struggling.with the
adjustment when he first came

to us but as practice went on he
showed he had the ability to
play out on the wing," Dean
said. "I think he has a lot of
potential. He could be an allstar player. It all depends on
his attitude.
''The intensity level is so different in college than it is in
high school. All of our freshman are going through this they don't have a clue how to
play hard. I think going
through the Sun Belt Conference this season is going to be
a real eye opener."
Legette agrees with Dean, and
theyoungplayerhasfeltthepa:ins
of making the transition to collegiate basketball first hand.

Sports Quiz Answers

''The difficult thing is just
all the adjusting. The game is
so physical," Legette said.
Legette has ignited the team
and home crowd repeatedly
this season with his dynamic
dunks.and three pointers, but
according to the man whose
chiefhobby is fishing, his main
goal is to help UCF build a
winning program.
"When I go out there, I'm
just trying to do the best I can
do to help the team," Legette
said. "I've always been: the kind
of player to dunk the ball when
I have the chance. When I'm on
the court, I want to please the
crowd but mynumberone thing
is to help the team."

Answers from Tuesday's Issue

DOZEN

boggles the mind, that has given their backfield
character. Newman was recently named 2nd team
FROM PAGE 12
All-American. ·
"I was surprised," Newman said. "When we went
Brady, our center, got a bunch of our friends together
to
New
Orleans to represent our school, I didn't think
and called around," said DozeQ captain and quartermuch
about
winning anything for myself."
back Kelly Coker. "Since then, we've played softball
During flag football, it wasn't Newman that did all
and football, but we play other sp.orts, as well."
In a way, the Dirty Dozen consider themselves as the work. According to Coker, there have been other
wo:rp.en on the squad who have put in their two cents"
a franchise, but in a personal sense.
·The philosophy and strategy behind the game play into their ~hampionship season.
Nikki Cantrall is also one of their toughest playof this "franchise" during the flag football season is
centered solely on the passing game, which can be ers. Last·season she returned at least two interceptions for touchdowns as a defensive back and has also
compared to the NFL's Houston Oilers.
"All our receivers are very good," Kelly said. "I shared the backfield with Newman.
"She [Cantrall] has a lot to give to this team,"
know that if I can throw the ball up toward any o(
Coker said. "I think she should've got an Allthem, we'll have a chance to get.further up field."
Although theirpassinggame has been very potent, American Award, but we just didn't get far
it has been Dawn Newman, whose running ability enough in the tournament."

Indeed, the list goes on with other members such -·
as defensive rusher Amy Trautman, free safety Lisa
Meltzer and offensive lineman Hope Brady.
Life after.flag football has been just as active for
both Newman and Coker.
Newman recently became the newest member
of a women's intramural ·soccer team called The
Knightstrikers, which is having a great season
at 2-0, while Coker is slowly rebuilding The
Dirty Dozen basketball club, which is ranked
8th in the Women's league.
The team is mostly compiled of the university's
athletic women trainers.
Cantrall is expected to play for the team this week
after a long holdout.
There is no question that The Dirty Dozen
will become an even more powerful football team
next fall.

He wants to do his taxes but he finds
it too difficult to hold a pencil. .
Without your help, he may not be able
to do them.
Almost everybody has to file taxes , but not
everyone can do it on their own. Volunteer and
help make someone 's taxes less taxing. Call

Financial aid setbacks?
Greek dues ·approaching?
Then call:

1800 829-1040.
A Public Service of This Pubhcat1on &

Internal
Revenue
Service

fj1

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. IRS-91-1757-2 COL. x 2"
Volunteer Agency: Mccann-Erickson

r-

TAX AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE-~
Electronic filing
Loans against tax refunds in as little as 48 hours
Complete tax preparation
Special tax _package rates
Comple~e supply of IRS forms
Complete insurance, business, retirement,
and estate planning
Call now for a free student consultation
and information on January discounts.
Accuracy check with all
self-prepared
electronically
filed r~turns.

~~

Ask about
complete
fee deferral
with refund loan.

Located in the Suncrest Village Shopping Center at the
corner of Dean Road and University Boulevard.
407-678-2829

------------,_

I Buy One, Get One 50% Off :
I
I
I
I
II

When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price. .

w

N~t

w~

Please present coupon when ordering.
valid in combination
other
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per visit.

I._

ALI

f~

Valid only at the fo.llowing Wag's:

I
I
I
I
II

vr_V
___________________
_.JI
1o615 E. Colonial
Union Park

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

I Expires April 30,1992

GARY FISHER

Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344

. FUJI

NISHIKI

ALL 1991 MODELS ON SALE 1So/o OFF

.)
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Legette ·p roves to be legitimate
building block for.UCF's future
forus,"Deansaid. "We knew about athletic tradition was a bigpart
Albert even back in the summer in his development as a player.
before his senior year. But w~
"I think Bucholz prepared
wererecruitinginotherdirections. me for the college game/'
We didn't get reaI involved with Legette said. ''They had boosthim until we knew [forward] ers and fan support and the
Denny Hinson wowd be leaving · same sort of stuff they have
and then wefeltthatAlbertcould here [at UCF.] I made varsity
come in and give us what Denny _my sophomore year, which was
kind of specfal at Bucholz. My
had done for us."
Legette emerged from sophomore year we went to the ·
Buchol~ High in Gainesville, ·. state finals with a 27-6 record,
where he was the leading shot and we went 21-10 both my
blocker and leader ·in caree~r junior and senior seasons. 1'
dunks. LegetteholdsBucholz's
Though the six-foot, fourrecord for the most dunks in a inch, 170 pound player received
season with 48 and the most some att_erttion from Florida
three-point goals in one game State and the University of
with five.
Florida, the flnal decision came
The two-time . all-area down to a choice betweenJackplayer-of-the-year averaged 22 son ville and UCF.
points, 10 rebounds and five
"I was contacted by Wake
assists his senior season and Forest too, but Jacksonville
received an honorable men- really showed the most intertion in Street and Smith's High ·est," Legette said. "I chose UCF
Legette shows his leaping ability in last Saturday's los5 to the
School All-American list.
s~eing that it was close to home
LEGETTE continued page 9 Rag!n Cajuns at the UCF Arena (Michae1-0eHoog1FuruRE)
Legette felt that Bucholz's

Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

Out of the hallowed halls
of the same high school that
has produced the likes of
the Houston Rocket's shooting guard .Vern.on Maxwell,
University of Miami star
wide receiver Lamar Thomas and last year's NCAA
Division I scoring champion
Kevin Bradshaw comes the
UCF basketball team's surprise player of the year,
Albert Legette.
As the Knights have continued their climb toward establishing a winning tradition for
the young Division I program,
head coach Joe Dean has shown
a remarkable ability to haul in
young talent. This season's biggest catch, however, was not a
player that UCF even went all
out for.
"Well, yeah, he was a surprise

~)
~
~/ PIZZA 8c $UBS

"We Deliver"

MoVltere~ Apartmevits

11794 East Colonial Dr.'
(comer of Alafaya & E Colonial · behind Wendy's)

. 273-9676

1)

___
_I
tern

2~7a;-o~~p;.;..~~-iw;~~~~1y-r-2-s--a11-2_1

I
1
I
I

I
.
one large ~tzza
1 two toppings
·1
$4 •95
I
Coupon Necessary

2 Large
2 Small
$9.95
$5.49
2 Medium
$6.95
Coupon Necessary
Original Round Pizza Only

I
1
I
I

m

.

$

1
I
I

6.49 -

Coupon Necessary
Original Round Pizza Only

--------- ---------- ---------

'I,

l/uery $1.50 Extra. Not ualtd u(other couponu Deltuery $1.50 Extra. Not ualtd u(other coupons ~De/tuery $1 .50 Extra, Not ualld u/other coupolJs
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ALL PRO SPORTS PUB
&EATERY ·
•DAILY BEER & LUNCH SPECIALS
• OYSTERS·& BUFFALO WINGS
•BIG ITALIAN COMBO
•FAMOUS CHEESE STEAK
•FOOTLONGS
•SANDWICHES & SALADS
.• KNIGHTSTALKER (2 FOOT SUB!)
•POOL TABLES & AIRHOCKEY
• VIDEO,'PJNBALL & DARTS
• HAPPY HOUR 4-6

University
ca

>.~

~

ca

CG~ .

<

E.Hwy50

25¢ WINGS
25¢0YSTERS
s3.oo
PITCHERS
•MONDAY NITE
•TUESDAY
ALLUCAN
EAT WINGS
• WEDNESDAY 9-12 25¢ BEER
s3oo PITCHERS
• 1HURSDAY
BUCKET NITE
s1 00 MOLSON
•FRIDAY 8-11
KAROAKENITE
(SING-A-LPNG)
LUNCH SPECIALS AFTER 1:00 r.;i~~~~~iil
Blvd.
BURGER/FRIES s3.oo
UCF
CAMPUS
WINGS s3.50

",

Publix Plaza

j •AII Pro

I

Colonial

ALL AGES

WELCOME

658-SUBS

The popularity of
cycling is talcing off. And
nobody's soaring higher
than Trek.
Your local Trek dealer
has all the new '92 Treks in
stock, with the latest technology to give you a better
performing bike, whether
mountain, road or h"ybriu
sport bikes.
Come see our new
full composite frame that

weighs under 2.5 lbs., and
the rest of our high tech
line up.
When you're ready to
talce off, it'~ alwa~s best to ·
have a Trek in your flight
plans.

TREKuSA

American Bicycle Technology
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Chicago, Phoenix appear NBA's finest at midway point
Magic players return from road tri in awe of Suns,·Bulls
·•

: : {: /·*

One team that could win it
all, however,isthePhoenixSuns.
In the past two weeks, the Suns
Ifthe NBA play-offs were held
beat the -Blazers and the Warthis weekend, there would be few
riorsandhaveproven themselves
as perhaps the toughest team in
surprises in the teams makingthe
cut.
the Western conference.
track in the last two weeks.
In the Eastern conference, the
Thirdyearpowerforward'l'im
The final game would have the
first round of action would mat.ch Magic-less Lakers against the Perry has emerged to give the
Chicago, the team with the best Utah Jazz, led by Karl and Jeff team what they failed to getin the
record in the NBA, against the Malone (no relation).
trade that brought Xavier
limping Philadelphia 76ers. The
At this point in the season, McDaniel tothe Valley ofthe Sun.
AlongwithPerry, Suns' coach
surgingCleveland Cavaliers~ with Chicago looks undoubtedly to be
the resurgent leadership of point the strongest team in the league Cotton Fitzimmons has develguardMarkPriceandcenter Brad behind Jordan and bis cohorts oped a fine cast of back ups to
Daugherty, would take on the whohaveaddedalethaldefenseto relieve a starting line up that
Milwaukee Bucks, led by Dale the scoring shows they put on last may put four players in the All·Ellis and Moses Malone.
Star game - forwards Tom
season.
In the Atlantic Division, the
CananyonebeattheBulls?No Chambers and D~m Majerle
leading New York Knicks would one in theEastcan. Cleveland and along with guards Kevin Johnfaee the Atlanta Hawks, and the Detroit both dropped home games son and Jeff Hornacek.
Orlando Magic center Greg
Detroit Pistons would take on the to the Bulls last week and Boston
Boston Celtics, two agingteamsin and New York have beefed up Kite and forward JeffTumer see
transition.
their records by playing in the Phoenix as the class of the West
The Pacific conference menu pillowy-soft Atlantic Division.
and Chicago atop the East.
''Phoenixis really lookinggood
would begin with the CinderellaThe Western division though
team Golden State Warriors is another story. Golden State has right now,'Tumer said. 'They're
against the Seattle Supersonics, yet to mature to~the point ofbeing proOObly playing the best basketwho just fired head ·coach KC. able to meet the challenge. The ball in the west."
Jones. The Phoenix Suns would team has the second bestreeordin
"Chicago is obviously rolling
meetAkeem Olajuwan'sHouston the NBA but they still depend on and Phoenix is playing real well,"
Rockets, and the Portland· Trail- theplayofyoungplayerslikerookie Kite said 'They're playing good
blazers would host the San Anto- Billy Owens and have racked up defenseandrunningthefloorve:ry · Magic forward Dennis Scott has had bts of time to evaluate the
NBA while on the bench with an injury. CChar1es K. Morrow/FUTURE)
nio Spurs, who have swerved off victories byrunning8!1dgullning. well." ·

Jamie Johnson
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FALKENBERG
FROM PAGE 12

l1AST J[EAR I EARNED.
A31~5 AND SID,DDD~"

1
"

,jMy G.P.A. went up last year, but
I guess that figures. A major university
study showed that students who work 15
to 20 hours a week do better academically. It's true for me. And I've got UPS to
thank for it.
"I know students who work for UPS
do better financially. I'm working parttime and making about $10,000 a year.
The hours are good too. I only work
about four hourn a day, so I still have time
for classes and study. Chances are you'll
be offered a position in Operations.
But you could wind up working in Accoun.ting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"Think of it-great pay, flexible hours
and maybe even better grades. There
· isn't another outfit anywhere with a
better deal than that. That's a lot better
than average."

•

Applicants are be.ing considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opp.ortunity
employer.
M/F

I
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WORKING FOR .STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS D1EUVERB E

_"ION

ing stage. were getting uniforms
which they have never had before.
wewanttot:ryandsendbothteams
to the conference championships."
Fa1kenberg's goals for the team
are more then that ofthe average
. interim coach. Yet her pursuit of
laying a foundation for the program comes with the understanding that she has no definite future
with the team..
"With basketball, I want to
stabilize the program and tum it
around in a positive way. We need
to buildgoodstudentrelationships
because this team has tremen- ·
dous potential with the athletes
we have."
"I don't have.any other plans
except to get through the season
and see what I enjoy and where I
ammostsuccessful,andthenthat's
the path I will take. But not until
the season's over. I don't want to
close any doors."
Falkenberg feels she makes a
good coach because of her relations with the athletes.
''I treat the student athletes
with respect, and I expect the
.same," Falkenberg said. ''I communicate with them as much as
possible. I coach in a positive way
and treat them like adults."
The players have reacted to
Falkenberg in a positive way.
"She reallyfilled in a spotno one
wanted to take," player Luz Lopez
said
"Weappreciateit,"TamikaC,Oley
said. "We needed someone and she
was there for us, and she is still
therefor us."
As a brand new coach,
Falkenberg has a lot of plans, including being here for a while. But
when she is done she wants people
to remember:
'Thatfve given theathleticproA•

giarii.profe8s16nalism:~

··· · ·
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Lady Knights fall to
confe.tence foes twice
Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It's not easy to play back to back games
against two good teams in the conference,
and the Lady Knights found that out the
hard way.
·.
LastThursdaytheLady Knights battled
with Arkansas St.ate University, which is
ranked one step above UCF in the conference standings with a record of 11-1, 3-0 in
the conference.
The Lady Indians ofArkansas got three
baskets in before UCF could score and that
set the pace for the game.
The Lady Knights were able to pull to
within one point mid-way through the first
half, but th'e Indians responded with a fast
run and gave themselves a comfortable 3824 lead at the half
UCF scored first in the second half but
Arkansas St.ate would or,tly lengthen its
l~ad and end:the game o:n top, 83-66.
The Knights had to quickly put that loss
behind them and prepare themselves to
face 21st ranked Western Kentucky.
WesternKentuckytook offfrom th every
- beginning and · scored 11 points before
Yolanda Rhodes put up the first basket for
UCF. The first half continued much the
same way ending with UCFbehind, 47-26.
The Lady Knights came on stronger in
the second half and scored 39 points. But it

wasn't enough t.O stop the Lady Toppers,
who Scored 53 and won 90-65.
UCF is now 5-7 overall and 2-3 in the
conference.
Lady Knights head coach Gail
Falkenberg gives credit to the program of
Western Kentucky.
'That's the best team we have faced,"
Falkenberg said. ''We tried to be quick'. We
can run better than what we showed."
Falkenberg said the Knights got off to a
slow st.art but loosened up and played much
stronger in the second half, even when they
were down.
"We played well in the second; we don't
quit," Falkenberg said. ''We settled down
after five minutes, and we played good ball.
We haven't gotten out of the st.arting box
well, but we started better in the second."
Freshman forward Tamika Coley agrees
with Falkenberg's position.
'They just played .better ball. I guess
next time 'we need to come out hustling,"
Coley said. ''We need to find something
productive and stick with that,"
Junior guard Luz LoperL feels that theteamheightisadisadvantagefor UCF. The
average height for the team is 5-7.
"When the other teams are bigger, we
need to rebound more," Lopez said. "I think
wf!re a quick team when we press. We need
to play better defense and improve on our
shots."

Falkenberg fine as coach ·
ketball, field hockey and soccer. She
went to UCLAandplayedtennisforthe
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Bruins for four years, even though she
When Beverly Knight left the Univer- had never received a formal lesson prior
Senior forward Yolando Rhodes (12) attempts a shot in Saturday's
sity ofCentral Florida, she left a hole in the to college.
Falkenberg graduated in 1970 with a loss to Western Kentucky University: (Michaer 0eHoog1FuruRE)
women's basketball program.
The first new name to occupy the master's degree in theater .arts. She made
space was Laura Smith. The volleyball . hercareerinfilmmaking,doingdocumen- take a break," Falkenberg said. "I got Ventana Hotel and Resort in Tucson,
go.od very quickly, and I decided to act Ariz. After one year she left there to
coach would serve as interim head coach taries for the federal government
After 10 years, she opened her own on a dream and play a pro sport."
until a permanent one could be found.
take take the position of men's and
She traveled around the world and women's head tennis coach at UCF.
But je.st before the .season, Smith · production company, making televidecided she needed to devote the off sion commercials and documentaries . achieved her highest ranking in 1987 as
Falkenberg volunteered to help out
one of the top 300 players in the world. with the basketball team and suddenly
season to recruiting for volleyball, and for five years.
During this time she played amaFalkenberg left the circuit because found herself in the drivers seat. But •.,
the void appeared once again. It had to
teur tennis and in 1983 she won the of money, but she still has a world she likes the opportunity and has some
be filled in a hurry.
The women's assistant coach, USTA National Public Parks Open ranking and still plays tournaments in goals laid out .for both the basketball
Gail Falkenberg, volunteered to fill Singles Championship. At 38, the summer. At age 44, Falkenberg is and tennis teams.
the blank.
·
Falkenberg closed shop and entered on the oldest player in women's pro his''The tennis program is in a rebuildtory to have a ranking.
Falkenberg grew up in New Jersey. to the professional tennis circuit.
FALKENBERG continued page 11
"I started playing tennis to relax and_
She began teaching tennis at
In high school she.participated in bas-

Jenny Duncanson

Dirty Dozen go to quarterfinals

l:: f

Intramural girls' football team lose at Sugar Bowl
Newman, who was selected on the UCF
All-Tournament Team.
~>
"We wanted. to represent our school
During.t he holiday season, many of col- really well, so after the first game, we
·legefootball's top teams were shootingfor a felt that we would be able to compete. ~ 1
· national championship in the post-season. with anyone."
One of those teams was the University of
And compete they did. The Dirty
Central Florida. . . or at least, a team Dozen knocked off teams such as Big
representing the university.
Eight conference power Missouri, InAfter claiming the UCF Women's dependent contender Southern MissisFlag Football title of 1991, The Dirty sippi and Division I-AA dynamo i
:Qozen finished as a quarterfinalist team Villanova University.
at the annual Sugar Bowl National
The team didn't win the national
Invitation Flag Football Tournament title but did walk away with the Sportsin New Orleans, falling short ofbeating manship Award.
the University of Tennessee.
How did this pool of talent come
"During our first game in the tour- together?
"Three years ago, me and Hope ,.
From left to right; The Dirty Dozen's offensive linewomen Hope Brady, . nament,. we didn't kn~w what to ex-·
·
.
.
pect " said Dozen runnmg back Dawn
. DOZEN continued page 9
Amy Trautman and quarterback Kelly Coker in act1on.cchar1es K. Morrow1FUTURE)
'
-

Harris Ahmed

STAFF REPORTER .
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. .· .
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by J arnie Carte

Ginger-makes more tips thanks to the wonders of modem medicine.
She went from a 34B to a 36D. That's right, she altered her body to become
a luscious babe that men would pay to see dance -topless.
She gave it a lot of thought last summer when she paid for silicon
breast implants. Her motive was clear: $$$.

)

)

At night Ginger dances in the spotlight, shakes her large breasts and
tucks bills into her G-string. The,
bar is, in Ginger's own words, "a
seedy, smoke-filled joint on The
Trail [Orange Blossom Trail]." She
works there to .earn money _to pay
rent, car insurance and tuition.
Ginger, a senior at UCF, wants to
become a psychiatrist.
"I figure workirig there is the ultimate case study," the curvy brunette said.
All joking aside, Ginger has
lotS ofobstacles to overcomemuch more than the average
college senior working at a
fast food restaurant. She
must overcome the negative stigma that her ·parttime job carries. She has
already changed her majorthree times in six years.
Originally thinking she'd
like to be a elementary school teacher,
Ginger gave up that dream for big
bucks.
"No school would trust children with an ex-topless dancer. I
know I wouldn't trust my kid
with some of these women,"
she said.
She said she could bring
home $1,000 week if she
worked full-time, but she
doesn't because she schedules
in study time and cfasses and a
little extra time for her boyfriend.
A boyfriend who has
trouble handling her job sometimes.
She recalled how he broke the "no
spouses, boyfriends or relatives"
policy that most clubs practice: "He
was half-drunk when he snuck into
thebar,gotpissedoffandstartedswinging at this customer. I could have killed
him."
The reactions that he and most of
her close friends have to her job
have kept her from telling anyone else, including her
mother, who used to dance
using props like fans.

a

"I think the negative stigma
11; awful, I mean, @rls doing

thU; are sluts and guys are

At least one other student at UCF understands Ginger's dilemma all too well.
Cali, a petite 29-year-old UCF student,
dances nude in a Casselberry club. She stands in
frontof''horny"menandsimplydances. "I think it's
fun. I'm there to dance and that's exactly what I do.
I hardly even think about the nude part," she said.
Cali is a strong woman - the kind with a
solid mind-set and a stubborn streak.·If people ask
what she does; she'll tell them straight out, but her
family, who lives up North, does not know. She'll be
the first to admit she has few close friends. She is
choosy out of necessity.
She recalled a shopping spree with her
best friend. She wanted to fu:id "slut dresses" while
her friend looked for expensive business suits. She
said her friend spouted off about her frivolous
attitude toward her selfimage. Cali, the woman of
steel, was hurt, and hurt deeply, by this moment of
true confession from the woman she called "best
friend."
Through all of the downfalls of the trade,
Cali's level-minded enough to see something positive. "I think it's [nude dancing] good because it
helps guys fulfill their fantasies. Besides, they
know what they're paying for."
They're also paying for Cali to live a comfortable lifestyle. She clears an average of $243 a
night, which helps pay for school. She's one of the
lucky ones. "It's hard not to get sucked into that
lifestyle," Cali said. ''They·g etoutofthereal world."

The
'"real
·world" for Cali is getting
a respectable job iri another
city after she graduates next
December. She wants to move
and make a fresh start. She wants to leave her past, and all _
of the secrets it possesses, behind.
Secrets are a familiar
reality for 24-year-old business major Veronica. Her
roommate found out about
her secret life just before
Christmas, but no one
else knows.
Veronica
keeps all ofher clothes
on - it's just that she
doesn't ·wear very
much. A guy she met
in a bar convinced her
to become a stripper
last fall when she was
trying to earn extra
money.
Veronica wears
sexy lingerie: everything
from garter belts made of
satin and lace to a tight
leather ensemble for the
rougher crowds. "Just go to
Daytona Beach and you'll
see more skin than I show."
She dances mostly for
private bachelor parties, usuallyin the South Orlando area.
No, she·hasn't popped out of
any cakes or anything, she
just dances for lots of party- ·
ing guys.
Veronica, like all of
the other women who dance,
do what they have to survive
and deal with stereotypical misconceptions.
"I think the negative
stigma is awful, I mean, girls
doing this are sluts and guys are
studs. Society is so twisted."

-*Names in this story have
been changed to protect
the identity of the sources.
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Sairtt Entienne bases album on ethereal, grinding dance;
U2 continues soul movement with confidence, new beat
disco written all over it. A whis- up" should cause a few Young
tling wind accompanies Sarah Angry ones to reevaluate their
Cracknell'sDonna-Summeresque stance on life. However, a hidvocal vibrancy. It is vaguelyremi- den sample of "I wish I could"
niscentoIThrill.KillKult's . """""''''"~ ......:,,.,, .. acknowledgesthathapSexpl.osion,butnotascool-11
. \·~··
· piness isn't for everyor memorable. Etienne's .·'· ·I
."'. " . J
· {:_,:..' viously
one. This track was pre''Gonna die" is a ridicu·~ .-.;~·
released as a
o
· single with Donna Savlous sample of two males ''- :~;f
arguing. "fm from the
<":';
: age earning vocal credUnited States ofKiss My . :; ·
;~, its. Donna's fun with
As'.5' ends off this ditty.
Saint Entienne is lim"London Belongs To Me" has ited to this one song.
an ethereal arrangement of
This album has great musi•Fox Base AJ,pha
synths and wispy voicals. cianship and is overall a good efArtist: Saint Entienne
Cracknell's sweetness cli- fort. "Only love can break your
Producer: Saint Entienne
maxes here, its full potential heart"isahip-hopcoverofaNeil
Label: Warner Brothers
left unexploited behind the in- Young song, also making use of
strumental tracks. This is one the piano as means of evoking
Saint Entienne's Fox Base ofthe reasons to buy Fox Base happiness that can be traced back
· Alpha is ·a mixture of ethereal Alpha. Picture a black clouded to Happy Monday'.5 "Step on."
new age that, depending on the Sunday being all themoremov- .
Other interesting tracks
mood, can be very uplifting or a ing when this song lifts your are ... well, "She'stheone"isnifty
mood.
because its most likely to be a
pestering earache.
"Stoned to say the least" is a
Reason number two to listen girl's anthem, like Circle Jerk's
simple new age instrumental. It's to Saint Entienne is "Kiss and "Keg at the Party" and The
silrprisingtha~theyareonWamer · make up." The positivity is laid Exploited's "$ex & Violence."
Bros: this genre is more befitting thick over a dance beat and Just not as aggressive.
ofWindham Hill records.
bouncy piano. "I don't hate you/
"Nothing can stop us'' has retro I love you/Let's kiss and make
- Anthony Torres

• Achtung Baby
Artist:U2
Producers: Daniel Lanois with
Brian Eno
Label: Island Records
I was one ofthe few critics who
hailed U2's last album, Rattle &
Hum, because ofits eclectic mix of
blues, rock and gospel. It was a
roller coaster of experimentation,
and that is why I liked it. For the
opposite reason, I applaud their
new release, Achtung Baby.
· Blending experimentation
with the underlying fact that this

is a unified album makes Baby
such a success.
The opening track, "Zoo Station," is a sprawling groove driven
songwith thevocalsburiedlowin
the mix. As with all ofthe songs on
this album, Edge's guitar lines
add incredible depth. One sounds
like vintage David Bowie, with a
bit more soul and a bit less pretentiousness.
The albums two best tracks
also happen to be the first two
singles. 'The Fly" and ''Mysterious Ways" incorporate rock grittiness with hip-hop electric beats.
Bono's vocals tower with emotion
and range. As a matter of fact,
Boil.o's vocals sound more confident than ever. There is no restlessness or awkwardness as with
some of their earlier albums.
U2 has found direction a new
direction. The underlining focus
on blues and soul is still present
but with a great new beat and
guitar-driven sound. Achtung
Baby is a fully matured album.

{

- David J. Shoulberg

Garth recaptures number one position
~vidJ.Shoulberg

13 at 7:30pm. Tickets are $22.50 ... also on the Brooks/Ropin'theWind,#lsingle"BlackorWhite"
concert front, the Feb. 20 show by Richard Marx I Michael Jackson, #1 Jazz album, Fourplay, #1
George Michael has put his album Listen With- · has been canceled ... missing persons, Sade, Bruce R&B single, "Tell Me What You Want Me To Do" I
out Prejudice Vol. 2 on hold. Instead of releasing Springsteen, Beastie Boys and Lionel Richie. If Tevin Campbell, #1 R&B album Dangerous I
the ballad-heavy album, he plans to release a heard from please let the world know ... Prince Michael Jackson, #1 adult contemporary single
dance-pop album titled Extended Play Thing... played a surprise concert at his Minneapolis night- "Can't Let Go" I Mariah Carey ... Dance group
A rap fan's wet dream is coming to The Orlando club, Galm Slam. The show was a preview of an Quadrophoniahasreleaseditsdebutalbum,Cozmic
Arena. Ice Cube, 2 Live Crew, DJ Quick, upcomingtourwithhisnewband,TheNewPower Jam. Youmayhavealreadyheardtheirhugeclub
Black Sheep and Yo-Yo are slated to play Feb. Generation ... Billboard watch, #1 album Garth _hit, ''Wave of the Future."

ATTENTION CREATIVE MINDS:
DESIGN THE VOLUNTEER UCF LOGO AND SLOGAN
AND YOU COULD:
I. WIN A CASH

PRI~E O~ $I 0~

t(

2. HAVE YOUR ARTWORK PUBLISllED AND
DISTRIBUTED ON ALL VOLUNTEER UCF
PROlUOTIONAL ITEIUS.

SOUND GOOD? •.- •••• -ENTER NOlll !

..•••• .!••

CRITERIA: ·- _

D
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-=: 5

1. DEADLINE: MONDAY, FEB. 3, BY 5 P.M. AT.THE
STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESK.
2". THE SLOGAN AND LOGO SHOULD REFLECT THE _
IMAQE OF VOLUNTEERISM.

3. NAME, SOCIAL SECURITY#, AND
TELEPHONE# MUST ACCOMPANY
ARTWORK.
4. THE ARTWORK MUST BE IN BLACK.INK ON
WHITE PAPER.

5 . . CONTESTANTS :MUST BE UCF STUDENTS.
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FOR IUORE INFORl'UATION ABOUT THE CONTEST OR ABOUT JOINING VOLUNTEER UCF,
PLEASE CONTACT US AT THE STUDENT CEI\TER l'tlAIN DESK, 823-2611.
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Bach chews out securi~ gives audience their money's worth
Josiah Baker
Skid Row took the stage
Monday night at the Orlando
Sports club and set out to prove
one point: have a good time.
They did just that for more
than two hours as 6,000 fans
went crazy to songs such as
"Youth Gone Wild," "I Remember You" and "18 and Life."The
most impressive thing that.
could be said about this
twentyish New Jersey based
' band is that they are REAL.
It's no stage routine and they
aren't stand-offish like most
> big acts.
In the early part ofthe show,
someone jumped up on the front
stage and wanted to sing with
Sebastian Bach. One of thesecurity guards punched another
person who tried to get on stage.
Bach got mad and left. He came
back· after he thoroughly
chewed out security, "'rhese
kids f**kin' paid to see this
show. It's their concert. Let
them f**kin' enjoy it!" Bach
yelled as he let at least several
dozen fans jump on stage dur- Skid Row members Scotti Hill, Rob Affuso, Dave 'The Snake' Sabo, Sebatian Bach and Rachel Bolan took the
stage at the Orlando .sports Club. (Atlantic Records)
ing the next few songs.
Bach later told the crowd
that he was told that the show Skid has concentrated o.n more
· Additionallysomethingthat blond hair, a collection of tat- for Aerosmith (Guns N Roses
had to be cancelled. Bach said of what they really want in this really made this different than toos and a very slim build. The did as well). This band will be
-, no and it went on for an hour tour: pure, unpretentious metal. other acts was the age. Skid band is comprised of Dave "the around, if they don't kill themmore.
· The stage act was unpredict- Row is still young and they are snake" Sabo, Scotti Hill, Rob selves being reckless, for many
Skid Row played all the ma- able. The lighting was a little not showing any signs of aging. Affuso, Sebastian Bach and years to.come. Catch them next
terial of both of their albums, flashy, . but the pyrotechnics Bach, who is still only 23, made Rachel Bolan (the one with the time, if you missed them. If
which have sold over four mil- made it fantastic. The show his debut with the band in 1989. nose earring who is also the not, you might want to check
lion copies world-wide. Origi- opened with an extended per- Bach looks like the perfect chief songwriter). Last time out the new Slave to the Grind
nally backed by Jon Bon Jovi, formanceof''SlavetotheGrind." metal star _with long straight · they hit Orlando they opened album. It's pure modern metal.
)

"TI-IE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"
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· ..!'STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIAL" -.
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1 MONTH FREE
vVE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM AP ARThffiNTS WITH
CARPET, .DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL

•Banquets
• Any Special Occasion

OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
•WALK. TO SHOPS, BANKS,
AND MOVIES

• ON COUNIY BUS ROUTE
• TI-fE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

a.:R-- l

~EXT TO

l'IZZA llUf ON ALAFA YA)

n:;A<L ·S ·.<'

... BrictesmaidS." Motber :O.fthe.Bride·:
ceNrRAl hoilio:1's ~ec>o1NG:mAomoN siNfa 1·942. · .
:'::'~"'~ ~~,: ~d)l ;!~,,~~~ - ~ ~~#~'

UNIVERSITY APARTME.NTS
12017 SOLON DR.
OHLANDO,FL

•Parties
•Socials

·

Fashion Square • 898-6122
Altomonte Mall • 339-313 l
Horida Mall . • 855-7555

273-4097

KICK OFF YOUR .SUPER BOWL

·Now open 24 hours

BASH WITH A(@~ BLAST!

We know that there are times when you'll find
yourself working around the clock to get an
important project completed on time. And that's
why we're open 24 hours a day ... every day. So rio
matter when you need a helping hand and a
friendly face, you'll find ~em at Kinko's.

Cater it with our .
3 foot and 6 foot sandwiches.
3 Foot (20 - 25 People) -$29.95 reg 39.95
6 Foot (40 - 50 People) - $55.95 reg 69.95
Not valid with any other discount offer.
. expires 1/26/92

12251 University Blvd.
·across from UCF - Next to UC6 Cinema

Phone Ahead 281-1007
Come into the Kinko 's listed between midnight and 7am and get
great copies at a great price. Just 3¢ for self-serve, single-sided,
8112x11" black & white copies on 20# white bond. One coupon
per customer through 3{31/92. Not valid with other offers..

Open 24 hours
658-9518

kinko~·

t~.::,e:;~ Btvd. the copy center
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SUBS & SALADS

. Free

REGULAR BUMPIE 6 "
With purchase of Regular
Or Gdiant edBli~pie Sftand~ikch
an a m 1um so nn .
EXPIRES 2/10/92
Not valid with any other discount offer
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Confetti • January 23, 1992

Soviet emigrant enlightens upon cabbies, American culture
Bill Cushing
migration authorities auto- complaints, the police, and the
However, this
Vladimir Lobas has traveled matically converted_it into a inspectors, the less money he book is, on the
whole, an interestfromtheUkrainetoManhattan New York state operator's Ii- brings home.'
Throughout the course ofthe ing look at one forand lived to tell about it.
cense. From there, it was only
After emigrating to the a minor step to get the cab book, Lobas wrestles with the eign emigre's accliidealism he brought from the mation to our own
United States withavastnum- driver's -permit.
At that point he entered an Soviet Union "which, I knew, country as well as
ber ofother Soviet Jews, Lobas (a
psuedonymfortheauthor'sactual Americansubculturethatispopu- existed somewhere out there, in - an interesting look
name)wasforcedintobeoominga lated by people who call them- far-off America." .
at the world of the
''What did matter, as I now big city cabbie.
cabdriverinordertogetthemoney selves The Boss, Crewcut, Uzbek,
he needed to pay for ex- .;;::
· ======.::;=
.. ,=
--:-=='i , Tomato, Marik, Long realized, was that, after travHe even follows
tensive dental work.
:. · Marik, the Sculptor, elingfiftythousandmiles, deal- the history of the
Shmuel and Ali Baba ingwith twentythousandpas- taxicab, an occupa. Now he joins forces
with American writer
Theyworkforcompanies sengers, losing out on my first, tion that, while not
and Russian .
likeOdessaCor- no-standing ticket, and beat- the world's oldest,
t rans lat or
p o ration , ingthe second, 'soliciting;' and had its birth iri anTainaraGlenny
Taganka Corpo- . after also learning to deceive cient Rome after an
to give readers
ration, Tamara my comrades without blinking engineer and archithe nonfiction
M
Taxi Inc., Padlo an eye -for at whose expense tect named Vitruvius
narrative · and
Taxi Inc. or the did I get the good jobs without designedameter"conTbiliso Corpora- standing in line? - I had be- structed out of two
odyssey "Taxi
concentric circl,llar
tion.
come a real cabbie."
From Hell," a
bookthatissubThrown into a
Ashegrowsusedtothiscoun- rims and mounted
titled "Confesb 1u e - co 11 a r try, Lobas learns about Ameri- on the wheel hub.
sions of a Rusworld that was can beuracracy, an animal that Every five thousand
sian hack."
as foreign to can be just as devastating as its paces two of the
Theinterest- liliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil him as the Russian counterpart.
openings drilled in the rims ing narratives that are coning aspect of his career move to American landscape he had enYet, Lobas never loses his would coincide, and a pebble cerned with blue-collar workhacking is that, besides the fact tered, Lobas notes, "Every day I personal identification with his would fall through them into ers. It is almost exclusively an
thatl.-Obas' original occupational lived in America was making native country.
the special 'cashbox.' Unfortu- American genre whic got its
In fact one of the more mov- nately, the engineer tells noth- start with Studs Terkel's oral
training was in film, the extent me a little more like the people
ing sections of'Taxi From Hell" ing about whether the histories and has become domiof his driver training consisted around me."
of six hours of classroom study
Theadaptationtoboththecoun- occurs when the author learns cashboxes were sealed or not. nated recently by books such
"After all, if they were not as "Rivethead" and "Joe."
and he had very little actual on- try and the job is long and hard, the gutwrenching details of a
road experience.
butLobas makes the adjustments girl-chasing friend from Russia sealed, the rogues among the
Although "Taxi From Hell"
This might seem a bit of a toanoccupationthathedepictsas who became a dissident, only to ancient Roman taxi drivers might not be the most polished
contradiction-giving a driver less than honorable.
be broken into submission.
could quite easily have dropped of these types of books, it is inwith- no real experience a
"But life goes on obstinately
At times Lobas can be a bit in extra pebbles when they were teresting in that we get anchaffeur's lisence. However,:as repeating its lesson, over and over strident and didactic, as when he driving drunken .patricians, or, other cultural viewpoint of our
Lobas points out, his Russian again: the more strictly a cabbie preaches to his readers, "In order say, tourists from Carthage."
own nation. In fact, there is a
license was such an impres- . observes the rules governing taxi to pour oil on these waves of sarToday, more than ever, there certain charm in the crudity of
sive looking document thatim- - drivers and the more he fears the casm, let me set things straight." is an increased interest in read- "Taxi From Hell."
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The 1992 Orientation Team
is now accepting applications for positions. If you are interested in
an exciting year assisting new students in adapting to college Iife
at the Univeristy of Central Florida, you are requested to attend one
.of the following mandatory information sessic;m~:

(Between Waccamaw & Baby Super Store)

I.

Mon., January 27, 1992 at 7:00pm
or
Tues., January 28, 1992 at lO:OOam
or
Tues., January 28, 1992 at 3:00pm
m
the Student Center Auditorium

(

<.

For further information, please contact the Orientation Office in the
Student Center, Room 205, or at 823-2117. We want you for part ·
of the team!

Think about it ...
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